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which can be used over the network for file sharing, in your case between the OSX and the Linux
computers. For this, you need to download the free Samba (server) from The server contains the files

share_name.c and share_name.h and you can compile from command line. Alternatively, on the
Linux side you can use the samba daemon. Then you can use the server from the Linux computer to
mount the share. Using the GUI you are used to, or if you prefer using the command line you can use

the command mount //MacName/ShareName /where/you/want/to/mount -t smbfs Then you can
access files from the Mac using cd /where/you/want/to/mount/ The file server_name.c.txt can then be
accessed from both your Linux computer and the Mac, whereas the file server_name.h.txt is used to
generate the share_name.c.txt. Q: using "custom" parameter value in CLR Stored Procedure I have a

CLR Stored Procedure that retrieves certain data from the database and then, because of certain
data changes, requests data to the database again. This is my SQL Statement: SELECT field1, field2,
field3, field4, field5 FROM someTable WHERE field6 = @CustomParameterValue In the class of my
CLR procedure I have: field6 = custom.createParameter(); custom.parameterValue = some value

custom.description = "Custom Description"; custom 50b96ab0b6
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StudioÂ .China and the U.S. have taken a preliminary step toward eliminating a major trade barrier

by agreeing to cut back on requiring each other's imports to come from the country where the
finished products are made. The two countries signed a joint statement in June, saying they would

"enhance the transparency of product origins and foster the credible, safe and lawful trade and
investment environment." The two countries haven't named the specific goods that will be exempt
from tariff quotas, but both Beijing and Washington reportedly announced new tariff reductions for

specific categories in recent weeks. China and the U.S. have said they are reducing tariffs on roughly
$1 trillion of each other's goods since January, when President Donald Trump implemented his

"phase one" trade truce with Beijing. The two countries also signed a separate pact in December,
cutting back on the amount of aluminum and steel that each country could import from the other.
The aluminum and steel tariff cuts were the main concession that China obtained in exchange for
receiving hundreds of billions of dollars in U.S. farm subsidies and government purchases of U.S.

goods, and Beijing reportedly asked for some of those terms to be dropped in the trade talks. What's
being cut? The latest round of tariff cuts apply to product categories including aircraft, automobiles,
and machinery. China is also being allowed to import some corn and wheat from the U.S. at duty-

free rates. Though the details of the accord are still being worked out, experts believe that China has
already made significant concessions. For example, in 2015, China imposed tariffs of over 1,300% on

a number of U.S. products. In 2017, the U.S. tariff rate on China dropped to zero. Japan and other
major trading partners followed with similar reductions and ended up winning big concessions from
Beijing. Experts believe that the reductions China agreed to in the July accord may be even greater
than initially expected. "This is a big deal," says Nobel prize winning economist Robert Mundell of
Rice University. "The tariffs come down and the quotas are done away with. For China, it really is

akin to privatization. The government no longer dictates which firm can import what amount of the
product." While it's
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